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Cuba Prestige Platinum - Eau
de Toilette para hombre,
tester 90 ml
Precio unitario 5.90 €

Disponibilidad Disponible

En stock: 6 pcs.

el tiempo de entrega 4-7 días hábiles

Descripción
Cuba Prestige Platinum Men is a Woody Aromatic fragrance para hombre. Top notes are Bergamot and Lavender middle
note is Floral Notes base notes are Patchouli and Oakmoss.
Cuba Prestige Platinum smells fairly light, fresh, aquatic, quite floral, and a tad fruity. It sits close to the skin, and projects
pretty much like any other Cuba fragrance. But for €7 on an expensive day, you can overspray until the cows come home. I’d
suggest this one if you want something nice and light to spray on.

CUBA PRESTIGE PLATINUM is a woody aromatic fragrance crafted by CUBA PRESTIGE for the man who refuses traditional
codes and standars. This special perfume combine the freshness of citrus notes and the strength of woody scent. Top notes
are Bergamot, Grapfruir, lemon, Apple and Tangerine.

Cuba Paris is a brand which produces a line of very inexpensive fragrances for both men and women. Now, for most brands
that this describes, their products aren't usually any good. However, Cuba seems to be able to produce men's colognes with a
good quality. Not elite, but much better than many other cheapies.
.
What is a Perfume Tester ?
Testers are the same original fragrances that you find in full size perfume bottles.
Testers may come in a variety sizes and forms of packing - some come with simple white or brown box with or without a cap
and may be labeled "Demonstration" or "Tester"
the quality of the perfumes themselves are not affected at all and are the same as the one in retail fancy box .
All testers are sold unused, with the entire original quantity in the container.
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